KESSEBÖHMER
CLEVER STORAGE

CLEVER PLANNING
GAINS YOU SPACE.
Plan your new dream kitchen from the inside out.
You’ll gain space, ease-of-use and a beautifully coherent design.

The kitchen – the
hub of your home.
Our lives, our lifestyles and the technology we use are in a state of constant change.
This is especially the case with kitchens, which have once again become the heart of
the home, a place where family and friends spend time together. In the recent past,
kitchen design focused on functionality and efficiency; today the emphasis is more
on creating a welcoming ambience, with the ‘perfect’ blend of aesthetics, emotion
and functionality. To put it another way: the conviction that kitchens are for people
is back – and also the feeling that your kitchen is a place to enjoy life.

HIGH CABINETS
On the way up. In today’s kitchens, high cabinets are
planned either as a block or as standalone units.
Either way, the result is an elegant unit, and often
that’s where you’ll find the technology focus and also
the central food storage in the kitchen. » Page 12

Kesseböhmer gets your kitchen moving.
As opposed to a static kitchen, a
kitchen where fittings move will be
better organized, and deliver a clearer
overview, more pleasure, better use
of space and better ergonomics. The
focus in all Kesseböhmer’s innovations
and technical developments is always
on you, our customers. We supply the
products to make your dream kitchen
a reality!

BASE UNITS
To make intelligent use of the whole depth of
an undercounter, or base, unit in the kitchen,
you need a fitting that moves all the stored items
out in front of the cabinet – to give you a clear
view and easy access. » Page 32

Overview
Minimalistic structural
features and a lot of glass
create a clear overview
and promote tidy storage.

CORNER UNITS
A corner unit is the ideal place to store pots
and pans and other kitchen equipment.
And development engineers have come up
with a number of solutions in addition to the
classic carousel fitting. » Page 44

Ease of use
Controlled, coordinated
movements mean that even
heavily loaded kitchen units
open and close effortlessly.

WALL UNITS
Wall units play a special role in any kitchen, both
because of their visual impact and from a practical
point of view. They make tremendous demands –
in terms of functionality and user-friendliness –
on lifter and parallel lift systems. » Page 54

Ergonomics
Your kitchen is designed
to suit you – and not the
other way around!

MIDWAY SOLUTIONS
Who wouldn’t want to cook like an expert?
A well-equipped, professionally organized kitchen
is a step in the right direction. It should combine
practicality with stylish design. » Page 64

TABLES
Form follows function. Kesseböhmer table
concepts help kitchens to become even more
efficient, more streamlined and, above all,
easier to work in. They’re adaptable and
customizable. » Page 72

DESIGN AND QUALITY
Fine design has a positive effect – like sunshine
or a friendly smile. It’s motivational and adds
joy to people’s lives. » Page 86

Easy access
Everything in easy reach,
because the entire contents
are moved right out in
front of the unit.

Design
Elegant, exclusive and
award-winning.

Quality
Made in Germany.
All the way from the idea
to the finishing touches –
in-house from Kesseböhmer.
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THE ULTIMATE IN FORM
AND FUNCTION.
The factors to consider in successful planning are
the size of your kitchen, the layout and – most important – you! It’s your wishes, your expectations
and your needs that should determine the choice
of fittings behind the fronts in your dream kitchen.
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When you buy a car, you’re offered a bewildering choice of features,
colours and technical details. The individual choices you make transform
your purchase from just another vehicle into your ideal car. Something
similar applies to your kitchen. There are a huge number of choices
open to you – use them so that you get exactly the kitchen you want!

Plan your
kitchen from the
inside out.
At the start of the planning process, most

The days when you opened a cupboard

Qualities to look for in the fittings behind

people already have some idea of the sort

door and saw only a couple of simple

the fronts are perfect function, exclusive

of kitchen they want.

shelves are long past.

design and quality manufacturing.

Modern, traditional or country fronts,

We would like you to be able to open

We hope you enjoy browsing through this

an open-plan design or a separate room?

every cupboard door in your new kitchen

brochure – and that you find new ideas

A breakfast bar or a table? A separate

with a happy smile. Kesseböhmer offers

for planning your kitchen from the inside

dining room? Or a more communicative,

you intelligent technology in quality fit-

out.

open-plan solution?

tings that enable you to get the most out
of your storage space and to transform

By contrast, very few people will have

your kitchen into a wonderful place to be

considered how efficient and user-friendly

and work.

the kitchen should be – including topics
such as distances between work areas,
the whole question of ergonomics, and
how important a role the fittings behind
the fronts play in the way your kitchen
works for you.
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„

Statistians tell us that we’re all getting

Why be ruled by the dictatorship of stan-

taller – kitchen designers have reacted by

dard heights? Now there are intelligent

raising the height of a standard worktop.

systems that will let you change the work-

But will this standard be a comfortable

top height to suit you – and at the touch

working height for you?

of a button. These systems can also transform a sit-down eating area to a stand-up
workplace, and vice versa.
And not just for you, but for each family

MY IDEAL WORKING HEIGHT
IS 86 CM, BUT MY PARTNER IS
HAPPIER WITH A WORKTOP
HEIGHT OF 94 CM.

member individually. Hobby chefs tend to
invest a lot of money in expensive knives
and high-performance kitchen appliances.
But, in reality, the key factor in enjoying
cooking is to be working at a height that
is kind to your back. Adaptable workplace
height guarantees just that. And they’re
ultra-family friendly – you can lower a

The critical measurement is the distance

table to make a comfortable child-sized

between your bent elbow and the worktop

workplace in moments.

surface. And then there’s the fact that you
are probably not the only person working
in your kitchen, so that standard heights
begin to look like an unergonomic compromise.
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MIDWAY SOLUTIONS
WALL UNITS
Wall units play a special role
in any kitchen, both because of
their visual impact and from a
practical point of view. They make
tremendous demands – in terms of
functionality and user-friendliness –
on the integrated lifter and parallel
lift systems. » Page 54

Who wouldn’t want to cook like an expert?
A well-equipped, professionally organized
kitchen is a step in the right direction.
It should combine practicality with
stylish design. » Page 64

A specialist in
every cupboard.
A cupboard is rarely just a cupboard – certainly not in the kitchen! Fittings specifically designed to match the contents are
the ideal solution. You’ll find content-specific fittings for storing pots and pans, glasses and plates, cutlery and naturally groceries!
A carefully stocked and well-organized grocery cupboard is the best recipe for successful cooks and for people who enjoy good food.
Clever Storage is an approach which focusses on ensuring that – in your kitchen – everything has its place, your storage is wellorganized and that it’s easy for you to find and retrieve the items you want. It’s the perfect combination of the practical and the
stylish – and it saves you space and time. See for yourself!
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TABLES
Form follows function.
Kesseböhmer table concepts
help kitchens to become
even more efficient, more
streamlined and, above all,
easier to work in. They’re
adaptable and customizable.
» Page 72

CORNER UNITS
A corner unit is the ideal place to store
pots and pans and other kitchen equipment.
And development engineers have come up
with a number of solutions in addition to the
classic carousel fitting. » Page 44

BASE UNITS
To make intelligent use of the whole depth
of an undercounter unit in the kitchen,
you need a fitting that moves all the stored
items out in front of the cabinet – to give you
a clear view and easy access. » Page 32

HIGH CABINETS
On the way up. In today’s kitchens, high cabinets
are planned either as a block or as standalone
units. Either way, the result is an elegant unit,
and quite often that’s where you’ll find the
technology focus and also the central food
storage in the kitchen. » Page 12
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Aesthetics and
functionality all
along the line:
high cabinets.
Today, high cabinets, often planned as a block, with appliances
integrated at eye-level and storage space for groceries, have gained
an important place in kitchen planning – and rightly so!
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„

Make more of your kitchen. Kitchen

can be. What they have in common is the

blocks for cooking or preparing food are

belief that you shouldn’t have to bend

standard in contemporary kitchen planning;

down to peer into a cupboard or fetch

for instance, a block of high cabinets

something out. Instead, the cupboard

against at least one wall of the kitchen.

contents move out to meet you. You have

This has visual and functional benefits.

a clear overview and easy access.
Just one CONVOY can store a week’s
worth of groceries for a family of four.

THE PERFECT TEAM:
FRIDGE AND PULL-OUT
SIDE-BY-SIDE CREATE THE
ULTIMATE STORAGE CENTRE
IN A MODERN KITCHEN.

Positioned side-by-side, a CONVOY and
your fridge will create the ultimate spaceand time-saving storage centre in your
kitchen.
The layout and functionality of your
CONVOY will depend on what you want
to store – from bulky cereal packages to
compact jars and tins. Your CONVOY can
be adapted exactly to your lifestyle and

It’s totally logical: you can fit more into

your requirements.

a continuous block of tall cabinets than
into separate wall and base units with the
same footprint. Wherever space is at a
premium, high cabinets will win hands
down. The following pages will give you
some idea of how versatile these solutions

Kesseböhmer
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A HIGH CABINET
NEED NOT TOUCH THE CEILING.
The bigger the kitchen, the more choice you have:
blocks, counters, base units, wall units and taller
cabinets. A highboard will always create a light
and open look – it also opens up new options for
using a wall in the kitchen.
A highboard needn’t be tall to offer a range of
options for the inside fittings. CONVOY moves
the entire contents right out of the cabinet.
What more would you want?
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How much user-friendliness can you fit
into a high cabinet? Kesseböhmer offers
three variants of its CONVOY. Each variant
brings the entire stored contents right
out in front of the cabinet – for example,
when you simply open the door. You can
see everything at a glance – and it’s all in
easy reach. Specially engineered runners
and opening systems “float” the contents
of your cupboard out towards you –
even if you’ve packed it full. World first
CONVOY is fitted with both opening and
closing damping as standard.
The height of each tray can be changed
steplessly and independently. There’s a
wide choice of materials and colours.
You also choose how many trays you want
in total and you choose the tray design.
In other words, to a critical extent, you
customize your CONVOY to exactly suit
your requirements.
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„

ELEGANT, EXCLUSIVE AND AWARD-WINNING.
A WEEK’S GROCERIES FOR A FAMILY OF
FOUR FITS INTO JUST ONE CONVOY.
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DESIGNED TO THE LAST DETAIL.
Kesseböhmer works with a number of quality
partners to give kitchen manufacturers new options to create trays with exclusive functionality
and design. Opening the unit is a “wow!” experience every time.
Ideal to give jars of herbs, teas and coffee pads a
space of their own.

Kesseböhmer
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CONVOY customizing: special trays for very special purposes.
Bespoke elements that combine innovative engineering and
craftsmanship. You’ll look a long way for more exclusive and
individual fittings for your kitchen units.
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And the new ideas and designs for

like beautiful wood, stainless steel and

CONVOY trays just keep evolving – like

aluminium take your kitchen cupboards

apps for smartphones.

into the realm of luxury.

It’s not just about function; looks are

Take time to browse some of the almost

seriously important. Exclusive materials,

endless possibilities.

Kesseböhmer
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High cabinets are storage solutions par excellence. But more important
than how much you can cram into them is how quickly and easily you
can fetch out whatever you need. It all started with the DISPENSA larder
unit, which opened up new vistas in kitchen planning.

DISPENSA.
Here’s to
larder units!
Kesseböhmer’s DISPENSA larder pull-

The see-through sides, featuring an exclu-

outs are true classics. Developed specif-

sive, contemporary look, are designed to

ically as slimmer storage units, millions

give you an optimal view. The DISPENSA

of DISPENSAs have since been installed.

has been engineered to make maximum

All it takes is a gentle pull and the fitting

use of the full width and depth of the

plus contents glides right out in front of

cabinet.

the cabinet. It’s easy to fetch out whatever you want, or to check the contents

DISPENSA is the highest selling larder

and labels at a glance, because storage is

pull-out fitting in the world. It’s quality

shelf-oriented.

“Made in Germany”. And when it comes

„
HUGE STORAGE CAPACITY,
EASY TO ORGANIZE AND A
CLEAR OVERVIEW. DISPENSA!

to smooth action, reliability and durability,
It’s easy to change the height of individ-

DISPENSA pull-outs are unsurpassed.

ual trays and baskets, which are available
in several strikingly attractive styles.
Designed to match and enhance your
chosen kitchen style.

Kesseböhmer
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Kesseböhmer sets the highest criteria
for the mechanical systems in your fittings. We want to create your “noiseless
kitchen”, for example, with unsurpassed
smooth runner action and opening and
closing damping. Kesseböhmer also sets
the highest standards for the surface
quality of its products. Chrome-plating
and all other surface treatments are
carried out in-house under our rigorous
quality controls. The same applies to all
the other work processes – from development through to shipment. With all manufacturing steps in-house, Kesseböhmer
can react fast and flexibly to new kitchen
trends and keep pace with market developments.
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eTouch: Electric opening for
handleless front panels. It couldn’t
be easier. Press once gently on the
front – and the pull-out glides
open.
The DISPENSA larder pull-out is
ideal for tall, narrow units. If you
want a tall storage unit 45 cm
wide or wider, we recommend our
CONVOY Lavido for the maximum
overview and very easy access.
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DISPENSA Swing offers you an extra feature – once pulled

DISPENSA – a “must have” for many kitchen planners. Kesse-

out, the entire pull-out can be swung effortlessly 90° to the

böhmer offers a number of DISPENSA variants that give kitchen

right or left. You can pick out whatever you want easily from

planners wide scope as regards cabinet width and height. So

either side.

that a DISPENSA can be integrated in just about any kitchen.

„

EVERYTHING IS DESIGNED
TO MAKE YOUR NEW KITCHEN
AN EASY PLACE TO WORK AND
A DELIGHTFUL PLACE TO BE.

People who love to cook generally have
a lot of ingredients to store. So it makes
sense to choose storage solutions that
were developed in line with the latest
advances and know-how.
For example DepotLine. Practical and decorative storage containers made of high
quality transparent polymer make it fun to
be well organized. The streamlined, contemporary design looks great; the transparent containers make it easy to find what
you’re looking for and check full levels.

Kesseböhmer
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„

Split storage can offer twice the us-

The result is fascinating and highly practi-

ability. TANDEM, also from Kesseböhmer,

cal. You have a clear view of all your

offers a different approach to the chal-

stored groceries, right in front of you in

lenge of making best use of the storage

two easily accessible sections.

capacity in a high cabinet.
This solution works especially well if you
plan to install two TANDEM units side by

IN FACT, WE HAVE DESIGNED A
PULL-OUT THAT UTILIZES THE IDEAS
OF SET THEORY – BY GROUPING
OBJECTS INTO CLEARLY DEFINED
SETS YOU GET A CLEAR OVERVIEW
AND EASY HANDLING.

side as a complete storage depot. Your
stock of groceries is accessible from the
equivalent of four front widths. But you’ve
only had to open two doors.
All the options are open. Which storage
system you finally decide on will depend
on several factors: the floorplan of your
kitchen, the way you like to live, cook
and eat – in fact your individual lifestyle!
Your kitchen planner will work with you

As the cupboard opens, the contents

to find the ideal solution. CONVOY,

divide into two sections. One section

DISPENSA and TANDEM can even be

moves with the door out in front of the

combined in a kitchen layout.

cabinet. At the same time, the rear
section is automatically drawn forward.

30
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Optimizing storage
under the worktop:
base units.
Base units, also known as undercounter units, form the solid basis of your new dream
kitchen. The wide range of purpose-designed fittings for base units let you choose storage
options to suit the way you live and how you use your kitchen.
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Perfect – and not just for gaps: today, 15-cm pull-out fittings offer
so many practical, purpose-designed storage options that people
are choosing them as separate options, not simply as gap-fillers.

With the right fitting, narrow gaps can

In a lot of kitchens, valuable storage

provide a surprising amount of storage

space goes unused. Why not turn this

space and functionality. The towel rail,

space into useful storage, for example,

and the baking tray and tray rack offer

with one of Kesseböhmer’s 15-cm base

practical, individual choices for fitting out

unit pull-outs. Installed near the hob, it’s

narrow base units.

the ideal place to store herbs and spices.

„
A 15-CM PULL-OUT
TRANSFORMS EVEN
NARROW GAPS INTO
PRACTICAL STORAGE.

There’s always space for good ideas!
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Customize your cookingAGENT with your choice of
different elements. General-purpose or special-purpose:
fit out a cookingAGENT as a “coffee” pull-out, or a
“breakfast” specialist, or pack it with spices, oils and
vinegars and your favourite cooking knives.
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Introducing your cookingAGENT.
The simplest ideas are often the best!
Kesseböhmer’s cookingAGENT breaks
with conventional concepts for kitchen
organisation. Stop and think for a moment
how many cupboards you open to set the
table for Sunday breakfast – cutlery,
plates and bowls, cereals, honey, jam …
Your cookingAGENT could put an end to
that. You could store everything you need
for the breakfast table in just one pull-out.
Just one door to open!
Or you could fit out a cookingAGENT with
tools, utensils and ingredients for cooking
a meal: knives and chopping board,
spatulas and tongs, oils and vinegars,
spices and sauces – all the things you
use regularly.

Kesseböhmer
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„

Organisation is the key. UV radiation

The spice rack is sized to take the popular

damages the flavour of fine oils and vine-

Emsa spice boxes, which can be supplied

gars. So they should be stored in a cool,

with the rack or as a later upgrade. A set

dark place. Because you’ll be using them

of Emsa spice boxes consists of six trans-

often, a storage unit close to the hob is

parent boxes with labelled lids. Up to

ideal. So much the better if you can store

three sets (18 individual boxes) will fit

spices and herbs, sauces and cooking

exactly into the new spice rack. Alterna-

utensils in the same place.

tively, other spice jars and containers
on the market will fit into the spice rack,
so that you have a good view and easy

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GOOD
PLANNING AND PERFECT PLANNING
QUICKLY SHOWS UP IN DAILY USE.

access.
Because a COMFORT II has a small footprint, it’s an ideal storage solution, especially for small kitchens. You’ll be amazed
at the huge range of vinegars, oils and
spices that you can store in a purpose-

COMFORT II from Kesseböhmer.
The special spice rack is simply dropped
into the fitting from above. It’s purposedesigned for storing herbs and spices
efficiently and in easy reach. The spice
rack makes better use of the space above
the other storage trays, holding even a
large collection of spice jars without
blocking your view of the lower trays.
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built pull-out.

The dream of every passionate cook: All your oils and
sauces and essential spices stored in one compact pull-out
for quick and easy access. When you’ve finished cooking,
it all disappears again into one small, neat under-counter unit.
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Your kitchen,
the central
cleaning facility
for your home.
Why keep your home clean? So that it

Wherever you’re cleaning, if you can pick

looks good? So that it feels comfortable?

up a carrier with all the materials and

More than that, it’s a question of hygiene

tools you need and take it to your work

and proactively caring for your family’s

area, cleaning will immediately be easier

health.

and you’ll work faster.

Because cleaning is going to be a regular

Kesseböhmer offers you a

job, there’s every reason to make it as

cleaning assistant, which

easy and pleasant as possible. Having the

you can stock individually.

right equipment is a good start – and one

It’s available round the

thing to consider is how to store your

clock and when you don’t

cleaning stuff, which might be in your

need it, it stows away

undersink cupboard.

in less than half a
square meter.

The tidier and more systematic your storage, the faster you’ll be able to put your
hand on the cleaning equipment you need.
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„

YOUR KITCHEN IS THE HEART OF
YOUR HOME. NOT ONLY BECAUSE YOU
AND YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS GET
TOGETHER HERE TO EAT, TALK AND WORK,
BUT ALSO BECAUSE IT’S A CENTRE
FOR CLEANLINESS FOR YOUR HOME.

Kesseböhmer
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„

Your personal cleaningAGENT is a pull-

The portable baskets can be simply

out fitting especially developed for storing

lifted out, so that your cleaning centre

cleaning materials and tools. Portable

goes with you around the house. Whether

baskets make this a cleaning system that

you’re cleaning windows or the bathroom,

goes with you wherever you’re working.

the task will go faster if you have every-

The cleaningAGENT is often integrated

thing along right where you need it. And

in the cupboard under the kitchen sink.

afterwards, everything fits neatly back

Open the door and you have all the

into the cleaningAGENT – ready for next

bottles, tubes, brushes and sponges you

time.

need – well-organized and easy to access.

YOUR cleaningAGENT: HELPFUL,
STURDY AND CUSTOMIZABLE!

cleaningAGENT trays and baskets are
designed to be customized; you select
and arrange them to suit your requirements. Movable dividers adapt the space
for your choice of cleaning materials. And
the tough plastic trays can themselves be
kept clean by running them occasionally
through the dishwasher.

Kesseböhmer
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How kitchen
planners learned
to love corners.
Corner units have gained a firm place in the kitchen planner’s toolbox.
Carousel systems are ideal for storing pots, pans and mixers. Some attractive new
systems have been developed as alternatives to the classic storage carousel.
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One outstanding example is Kesseböhmer’s LeMans.
It’s a perfect blend of technology and design that you’re
sure to enjoy using.

LeMans.
Almost too good
for pots and pans.

Originally developed as conventional stor-

LeMans trays move independently of

The following layouts illustrate some of

age for pots and pans, LeMans is being

each other. If you choose the optional

the versatile options for using LeMans

successfully used for other applications,

damped self-closing, you’ll enjoy using

and how its elegant optics harmonize with

thanks to its striking looks and fascinating

your LeMans even more, especially if

very different kitchen styles. One interest-

technology.

you’re in a hurry. And you won’t hear a

ing new application for LeMans is to make

sound!

clever use of taller corner units in an eye-

LeMans trays swing separately and

catching kitchen design.

completely out of the corner cabinet in a

The trays can be supplied with an anti-slip

smooth and elegant movement. You have

coating or fitted with anti-slip mats. The

a clear overview of and easy access to

sturdy edging is seamlessly joined to the

everything in your LeMans. It’s highly

bottom panel, for a strikingly elegant look.

practical if you’re storing pots and pans,
especially since you can change the tray

Winner of a Red Dot Award for outstand-

height for optimal storage. But: a LeMans

ing design. Quality that sets standards.

can do much more!

Kesseböhmer
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What a pity that most kitchens only have
four corners! Here’s an impressive use for
our attractive corner units – in a corner
highboard for storing plateware, glasses
and more. Or simply pots and pans.
A LeMans tray makes everything on it look
special. Even with the maximum load –
25 kg per tray – the elegant opening
movement can be initiated by pulling
with just one finger. Closing is soft and
silent, thanks to the self-closing feature
which activates automatically at an
opening/closing angle of 60°.
This means that even your expensive
glassware and best porcelain dinner
service are safe in a LeMans. Perhaps
you’ve already decided exactly where a
LeMans will fit into your kitchen.
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BRILLIANT SOLUTION FOR CORNERS.
LeMans revolutionized corner unit design by making it possible to move
all the contents of a corner unit right out in front of the cabinet for easy
access. The unsurpassed harmonious movement makes using a LeMans
a memorable experience.
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MagicCorner is another corner solution that gets more
out of any corner cupboard. Opening just one door,
initiates a fascinating series of movements and gives you
access to what is in effect the contents of two cupboards.
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«

„

« The magic effect: MagicCorner.

This round peg fits the square hole.

Opening the door swings the contents

And it’s proved its value many thousand

of the nearer cabinet out in front of the

times. The carousel in the corner unit:

cabinet and to the side; simultaneously

REVO from Kesseböhmer. The secret of its

the contents of the back section are

success lies in the clever door system.

drawn forward into easy reach.
One gentle pull, the REVO turns, and all
the stored pots, pans and kitchen appli-

MAKING PRACTICAL USE OF
CORNER SPACES CALLS FOR
CREATIVITY AND MATURE
TECHNOLOGY THAT EXERTS
AN ENDURING FASCINATION.

ances glide into view – absolutely quietly
and smoothly. You choose where the
REVO stops so that you can fetch out
what you want. The height of each tray
can be adjusted and changed individually.
And Kesseböhmer designed a special pan
shelf for those awkwardly shaped frying
pans. Finally, when the REVO has come
full circle, the doors close again automati-

This means you can pack your corner

cally, quietly and gently.

storage full, knowing that you’ll have
easy access to everything you’ve stored.
You can make more practical use of
corner space. And be enchanted by
this idea – every day!

Kesseböhmer
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Designed
to move!
FREElift.
Lifters are the fittings that swing, lift and fold the
front panels of wall units upwards and back down again.
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„

A FLOWING AND HARMONIOUS
SYMPHONY OF ELEGANCE,
FUNCTIONALITY AND POWER.
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The FREElift
family – from
Kesseböhmer!
Lifters are the fittings that raise and

A striking feature of all Kesseböhmer

The main benefit is to eliminate the risk

lower the fronts of wall units and the

lifters is their extremely compact design.

of bumping your head on an open cup-

fronts that conceal appliances, such as

They are also outstandingly reliable, with

board door. You have optimal access to

microwaves, integrated in tall cabinets.

smooth quiet action and a streamlined,

the contents of your wall units and thanks

Kesseböhmer offers a complete family of

low-profile design that harmonizes per-

to MPS (Multi-Position-STOPP) you can

lifters that together cover all the potential

fectly with the minimalist style of modern

open the front to any angle and it will stop

lifter applications in your home.

kitchens.

in this position reliably and safely.

Lifters not only add to the user-friendliness of contemporary built-in kitchens,
they are also increasingly used in bathroom cupboards and in standalone units.

Kesseböhmer
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Lifters are to be found in all sorts of
applications. Practical and innovative in
kitchens, they are now making life easier
in offices, bathrooms and even bedrooms.
The growing popularity of lifters is due
to a combination of easy access and
improved safety. Lifters move the fronts
upward, out of the way of kitchen users.
Kesseböhmer also offers the option of an
electric drive (eTouch) to perform
the lift operation
automatically
in response
to the lightest
touch.
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Lift, lower and fold: The choice of lifter
technology is partly determined by the
height of the wall unit and the free space
between the top of the wall unit and the
ceiling of the room. Kesseböhmer offers
the ideal FREElift lifter for every situation.
The FREEfold, for example, folds front
panels as it lifts them – it’s ideal for
low-ceilinged kitchens. The FREEslide
raises and lowers the front parallel to
the cabinet – for example, for microwave
units.
Which FREElift fittings will be used for
which applications is a decision for your
kitchen planner as you discuss your
kitchen layout.
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Give your kitchen a multi-facetted highlight:
CLIMBER with exclusive glass slats.

A very special feature! Shimmering

A choice of four glass colours ensures

glass and glamourous movements: the

that the CLIMBER will look brilliant in

CLIMBER is a genuine highlight in any

your individual kitchen. Elegant black

kitchen. It makes a feature of the simple

(translucent), classic white, frosted, or

act of opening a cupboard. A light touch

magnolia – with a delicate hint of colour.

underneath the carcase is enough to start
the shimmering front splitting into slats

CLIMBERs are ideal for creating special

that glide upwards in sequence to form a

focus areas in your kitchen.

block at the top. It’s automatic, electric
and silent. You can also create a very
special effect by lighting up the interior
of the cabinet. LED lighting offers you a
whole range of possibilities.
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Designed
to the last detail:
rail systems.
A kitchen is always going to be a workplace.
Many small details make it perfect – in form and function!
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LINERO MosaiQ: practical and beautiful. This rail system for
the splashback area emphasizes the contemporary look of
your kitchen and adds significantly to its general usability.

How practical
can you get?
LINERO MosaiQ.

The area between the worktop and the

LINERO MosaiQ combines striking con-

hang a tea towel or a cooking ladle,

wall units is the ideal place to keep items

temporary design with total practicality.

a twin roll holder with a patented tear-off

you use often. Stored in a well-designed

It opens up new vistas for eye-catching

system, a paper roll holder, a memoboard

rail system, they also look decorative

kitchen designs. The LINERO MosaiQ

and a magnetic knife block.

and they’re easy to reach from the main

modules fit perfectly – in style, colour and

cooking area. With LINERO MosaiQ,

materials – with the clear lines of contem-

The modular system can be altered and

Kesseböhmer offers an attractive modular

porary kitchen architecture.

adapted again and again in response to

system for a wide range of applications.

changing situations and requirements.
As a modular system, LINERO MosaiQ

And you can swap individual modules

generates any number of alternative

around easily.

applications. Modules include universal
shelves – you could use them to put down

The patented tear-off system lets you

an iPad or a cookbook – containers for

tear off a length of aluminium foil or cling

kitchen implements, hook strips, a rail to

film easily with one hand.
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THE ULTIMATE
IN FORM AND FUNCTION.
In a contemporary kitchen without wall units,
LINERO MosaiQ adds character and style.
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No-drill fixing: The basic LINERO MosaiQ rail is screwed on
to a wall, alternatively it can be glued firmly to smooth surfaces
using PowerMaxx adhesive. Glass splashbacks are a good
example, but the rail can also be glued to other smooth
surfaces – tiles, wood, laminates, metal and many plastics.
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The multifunctional rail looks strikingly
modern; it emphasizes the horizontal and
makes a clear connection between the
worksurface and the line of the wall units.
Optional LED lighting emphasizes the
effect. The system makes a clear and
harmonious visual impact; it can only
enhance a contemporary kitchen layout.
As a place for your favourite knife,
for spices, cooking oils, notelets, kitchen
paper rolls or even a mini herb garden,
LINERO MosaiQ makes it easier than ever
to use the space between the worktop
and the wall unit in a practical way and
at the same time to add striking visual
impact to your kitchen. Choose materials
that will create a perfect harmony with
the style of your kitchen fronts.
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„

THE NAME SUMS IT UP – MIX AND MATCH
THE NEW ELEMENTS LIKE MOSAIC STONES
ON THE ELEGANT RAIL.
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Form follows
function:
tables.
Our adaptable table concepts make kitchens even more
efficient, more streamlined and, above all, easier to work in.
Good working conditions are highly individual.
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«

The ergoAGENT twin is a pneumatic
system, engineered especially for the
kitchen, which lets users change the
height of tables and worktops smoothly
and easily. The dining table, integrated in
the kitchen architecture, can be transformed into a comfortable standing workplace – and vice versa. No compromises;
instead unlimited flexibility.

« ergoAGENT base was developed to make
island blocks in modern kitchens more
ergonomic and variable. With ergoAGENT
base you can vary the height of the island
with minimal effort and great precision.
You can raise or lower the island to suit
your preferred working height and then,
when guests arrive, you can transform it
into an inviting buffet and bar counter at
standing height.
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«

ergoAGENT mono makes it easy to inte-

The pneumatic centre post stands for reli-

Having a small kitchen is no reason to

grate a preparation area, eating area or

able functionality and ample space for

do without an adequate and practical

workplaces even in a small kitchen, so

your legs. The connecting beam connects

table. Kesseböhmer offers several

that they take up as little space as possi-

the ergoAGENT mono to the wall, so that

space-saving solutions for this problem.

ble. This means that people can use a

it stands firm at any height. Operation is

very small space for a succession of dif-

ultra-easy. Pulling a lever activates the er-

The photos right and below show Kesse-

ferent functions, always working at a

goAGENT mono to glide up or down to the

böhmer’s TopFlex – a table that is inte-

height that suits their personal needs and

required height. It takes only a matter of

grated behind a kitchen front and simply

working style.

seconds to adjust the height of an ergoA-

pulled out as the need arises. After use it

GENT mono so that any family member

slides back out of sight.

can sit comfortably and work standing or
sitting at an ergonomically ideal height.
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»

No space for a table in your kitchen? Think again!
When not in use, Kesseböhmer’s TopFlex slides
back into a base unit, taking up no more space
that an ordinary cutlery drawer.
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Small kitchens in particular profit from intelligent fittings behind the fronts.
Because it’s not merely a question of storing as much as possible,
but also of maximizing the usability of cupboard contents.

Small kitchens
need big ideas!
Clever and careful planning is probably

In narrow kitchens, narrow base units

more important for 10 square metres than

can make the space look wider. Even

for 30! Because every square centimetre

15-cm units can be fully utilized because

has to be used to best advantage.

their entire contents can be pulled out at
a touch in front of the cabinet.

With Kesseböhmer fittings inside the cabinets help you make the best use of the

Small kitchens are often short of work

available space and also deliver style and

surfaces and places to put things. All your

functionality.

kitchen equipment and cooking ingredients have to fit into the cupboards. That’s

If your kitchen area seems too small to

why it’s essential in a small kitchen that

realise all your dreams and ideas, then it’s

the cabinets are fitted out to suit your

time to look at ways of using the space

needs and not the other way round. With

more effectively. For example, just one

COMFORT II and the AGENT series you

CONVOY pull-out can hold a week’s gro-

can create kitchen units that you can

ceries for a family of four.

customize to meet your needs.
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„

If your kitchen is on the small side, you

There’s never going to be a universal –

need to plan the layout and the fittings

one plan fits all – solution.

behind the fronts especially carefully to
get the most practical use later on.

FOR EXAMPLE, DO YOU COOK
ALONE OR WITH OTHER PEOPLE?
DO YOU HAVE A LOT OF GUESTS,
SO THAT YOU NEED SPACE
FOR SERVING? DO YOU SHOP
EVERY DAY, OR ONCE A WEEK?
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But it’s absolutely possible to create
your dream kitchen even in a small
room. Before you start planning, write
down a priority list.

A small kitchen brilliantly planned! The different heights
of the cabinets open the way to different fittings and uses.
At the same time, they separate the kitchen
into different working zones.
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High cabinets create a huge amount of
storage space, because they can use the
whole height of the kitchen. CONVOY is
the optimal way to make optimal use of
this extra upward space.
Corner fittings make sure that you are
using every corner of even the smallest
kitchen – there are corner fittings for high
cabinets too.
Base units are often planned as purposespecific storage. Kesseböhmer’s AGENT
range of fittings offer you a lot of choices.
TopFlex offers you a full value workplace
which, when not in use, tucks away into
the space of a shallow drawer.
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Use the walls for storage. Small kitchens
are almost always planned as classic
closed kitchens. And this has advantages.
You can use the available wall space,
for example, by choosing a rail system
like LINERO MosaiQ.
If you choose the right pull-out fittings,
you can create an amazing amount of
usable storage space behind the fronts.
Kesseböhmer offers fittings for specific
storage tasks, such as plateware and
dishes, glasses, pots, pans and lids, as
well as groceries.
The more precisely you define what you
want before you start planning, the better
your kitchen will live up to your expectations. It will be your dream kitchen!
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Fine design
behind the fronts.
More and more people see the kitchen as the central living area for the whole family.
All the more reason to opt for intelligent systems and a coherent design behind the
fronts as well. In focus: Form and function team up perfectly here.
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„

There probably isn’t another room in

We expect all the elements to be both

our homes that we devote so much time

functional and attractive. And to play a

and effort to planning as the kitchen. And

role in making the kitchen the perfect

for good reason, because we expect such

place to spend time – both working and

a lot from our kitchens, for instance that

relaxing. More than that, We want to enjoy

form and function harmonize perfectly.

cooking and kitchen work – just as much

FINE DESIGN HAS A POSITIVE
EFFECT – LIKE SUNSHINE
OR A FRIENDLY SMILE.
IT’S MOTIVATIONAL AND
ADDS JOY TO PEOPLE’S LIVES.

as eating and relaxing.
All this means that the design of your
new kitchen is going to play an important role – from the style of the fronts
and the worktop to the material for the
sink and the splashback, and naturally
including lighting and handles. The
choices you make will affect the usability
and the looks of your kitchen. You also
need to give some thought to the fittings
behind the fronts. A clever corner solution
or opting for a larder unit fitting can give
you much more usability compared with
just a simple kitchen unit. It will also
add to the overall value of your kitchen.
It’s worth remembering that Kesseböhmer
products have won a number of international design awards.
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High-calibre design,
high-precision
manufacturing.
The finer the design, the more important the production quality.
Perfectly finished surfaces, the harmony of shapes and materials,
and functionality that proves its worth day by day!
Kesseböhmer
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Kesseböhmer fittings continue the
streamlined look of contemporary built-in
kitchens, making sure that the fittings
behind the fronts harmonize with the rest.
It’s quality “Made in Germany”. From
exclusive product design to high-precision
manufacturing. You’ll recognize it at a
glance – and you’ll enjoy it every day as
long as your kitchen lasts.
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Planning
advice helps
you decide
on quality and
features.
Your kitchen planner can help you with choosing the
Kesseböhmer systems that best suit the kitchen you have
in mind. A kitchen planner will also make sure that
all the features and benefits are put to best use
in your ideal kitchen. It pays to put time and effort
into planning your kitchen. Dream kitchens
are made by people for people!
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Specialists behind
the fronts!
A cupboard is rarely just a cupboard – certainly not in the kitchen! Fittings specifically designed
to match the contents are the ideal solution There are content-specific fittings designed for
storing pots and pans, glasses and plates, cutlery and naturally groceries! Here is a short
overview of all the Kesseböhmer products and their features to help your planning.
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CONVOY Centro
The 2nd generation of larder units! One gentle
pull and the fitting plus contents glides right out
in front of the cabinet. for cabinets up to 45 cm
wide Elegant trays are designed for reliable
storage and a clear view. » High cabinets

CONVOY Lavido
Free access to contents from three sides
and steplessly height-adjustable trays.
The ideal pull-out behind sliding or hinged
doors. Perfect storage for everyday use.
» High cabinets

CONVOY Premio
The ultimate in fittings for tall cabinets.
Striking design combined with brilliant
engineering for easy access from three
sides and a clear overview. » High cabinets

DISPENSA
The classic larder pull-out for tall, narrow
kitchen units. Maximizes the storage space
for a small footprint. See and access contents
from two sides. » High cabinets

DISPENSA swing
The larder unit that glides out and
swings aside, by 90° to the right or left
giving you a clear view and easy access
to the contents. » High cabinets

TANDEM
Two cupboards behind a single door.
TANDEM splits cupboard contents into two
easily accessible sections. The front section
pulls out with the door, the rear section is
automatically moved forward. » High cabinets
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TANDEM depot
An impressive storage centre – just opening
the doors is an experience. Twin TANDEM
fittings prove again that the whole is more
than the sum of its parts. » High cabinets

TANDEM coffee
The perfect special-purpose pull-out.
Compact, with a clear view and easy access,
it holds everything you need to serve the
perfect cup of coffee. » High cabinets

Specialists
behind the
fronts!
A cupboard is rarely just a cupboard –
certainly not in the kitchen! Inside
fittings specifically designed to
match the contents are the ideal
solution. Content-specific fittings
are available for storing pots and
pans, glasses and plates, cutlery
and naturally groceries!
A carefully stocked and well-organized
grocery cupboard is the best recipe
for successful cooking and for people
who enjoy good food.

No.15
Opens up new options for kitchen planning.
Only 15 cm wide, it offers all the ease of use
and individual flexibility of a far bigger fitting –
there are variants to store baking trays, spices
and kitchen towels. » Base units

High cabinets
CONVOY Centro, CONVOY Lavido,
CONVOY Premio, DISPENSA,
DISPENSA swing, TANDEM,
TANDEM solo, TANDEM depot,
TANDEM coffee

COMFORT II
The starting point for ultra-efficient organization
and easy access under the worktop. The attractive, full-extension pull-out lets you see the contents at a glance and fetch out what you want
from the side and from above. » Base units

Base units
No. 15, COMFORT II,
cookingAGENT,
cleaningAGENT

cookingAGENT
Your very own kitchen helper: knives, cooking
implements, sauces, spices – everything that
you use frequently – is ready to hand in your
cookingAGENT. Customized storage at its
best. » Base units

cleaningAGENT
Your cleaning kit for the whole house.
All your cleaning essentials, neatly stowed
in one pull-out. Always ready to pick up
and take along. » Base units
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LeMans
A fascinating corner unit fitting with trays
that can be swung out individually and
completely in a bewitching movement
sequence. Winner of a Red Dot Award.
» Corner units

MagicCorner
A duplex fitting for two-cupboard’s worth
of storage behind a single door. A practical
and effective way to use corner space.
Fascinating action and ultra-reliable
technology. » Corner units

REVO
The classic corner solution. Ideal for pots
and pans, and other cooking utensils.
Easy access with the rotating carousel.
» Corner units

FREEflap
High-performance power pack capable of
lifting even very heavy fronts with effortless
ease. Compact design, smooth silent action.
» Lifters

FREEfold
Lifter system for fronts that fold in the
middle as they lift. Smooth coherent
movement sequence that lets you use
the whole height of the kitchen.
Ideal, eg, for low ceilings. » Lifters

FREEswing
As it opens, the front swings up above the
wall unit. Ideal for high-ceilinged kitchens
with space to spare above the wall units.
An elegant solution that eliminates the risk
of collisions between people’s heads and
open cupboard doors. » Lifters
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FREEslide
These lifters raise the front parallel to the
cabinet. The perfect solution for stacked
wall units and for built-in appliances such
as microwaves in tall cabinets. » Lifters

CLIMBER
Pure fascination. At the touch of a button,
strikingly attractive glass slats lift and fold
into a neat package. Winner of a Red Dot
Award for good design. » Lifters

Specialists
behind the
fronts!
In-cabinet storage solutions from
Kesseböhmer make sure that everything in your kitchen is perfectly
stored and that it’s easy for you to
find and retrieve the items you want.
The perfect blend of brilliant style
and practical design, they’re sure to
save you space and time.

LINERO MosaiQ
Blends practicality with fine design. The innovative LINERO MosaiQ rail system offers the
most attractive options for making intellligent
use of the space between the worktop and the
wall units. » Midway solutions

ergoAGENT mono/twin
Worktop for preparation, table for enjoying,
bistro-height table for parties. Change the
height of your kitchen workplace to suit
everyone who uses it – and every situation –
quickly and easily. » Tables

ergoAGENT base
Better ergonomics and more functionality
for your kitchen island. ergoAGENT base lifts
and lowers the complete block of base units +
worktop so that you’re always working at your
ideal height. » Tables

Corner units
LeMans, MagicCorner, REVO

Lifters
FREEflap, FREEfold, FREEswing,
FREEslide, CLIMBER

Midway
solutions
LINERO 2000, LINERO MosaiQ

Tables
TopFlex
The solution when your kitchen seems too
small for a table. Think again! With TopFlex,
a neat dining or working table stows away
into the space of a drawer. » Tables

ergoAGENT mono, ergoAGENT twin,
ergoAGENT base, TopFlex
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